Second girls’ tower rises
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Lack of enough computer time for the many users of MIT’s computer facilities is a problem that will hopefully be eliminated by the new Computation Center. Tentatively scheduled for completion near the end of 1967, the new Center will house MIT’s new IBM System 360/67. The new computer will be a time-sharing type which will replace the Institute’s IBM 7094.

New Dormitories

Although Eastgate, McCormick East, and the new Albany Street parking garage represent no possible sources of great technological progress, their existence should make life a lot easier for substantial portions of the Tech community. Partial occupancy is expected for Eastgate by next September; when full occupancy is achieved, the new structure will house 230 married couples, of which fifty will be faculty.

Jaguar.
Tame it's not.

This is Jaguar for men: After-shave and cologne combined. Men like it, because it comes on stronger. Shy 99, or longer. Women like it, because it doesn’t smell like the stuff they wear. Jaguar. Eight mean ounces, trapped in a can. Somebody said new Jaguar is the first unclassified scent for the civilized man. She’s right.

Eight mean ounces, cage and all, $9.90. Other items of Jaguar—shampoo, face-cream, talc and body powder, deodorant, lotion — hand-direccty gift-packaged. From $2 to $10.00.
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